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ABSTRACT

Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans (DFSP) is a rare, slow growing, locally aggressive dermal tumor of disputed

histogenesis with a tendency for local recurrence. A 16-year-old female presented with hyperpigmented macules, papules,

plaques, erythematous nodules and atrophic, indurated lesions ranging from a few millimeters to a few centimeters.

Biopsy revealed thinned out epidermis and a diffuse dermal infiltration by fascicles of spindle cells arranged in storiform

pattern. The pseudoseptae formed by the tumor cells interdigitating between the subcutaneous adipocytes resulted in

a honeycomb pattern. Histochemical findings are helpful, but the chronicity, size, indolent nature, recurrence after

surgery and histopathology are more important to arrive at a diagnosis. Wide and deep surgical excision is the treatment

of choice.
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INTRODUCTION

Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans (DFSP) is a rare, slow

growing, locally aggressive dermal tumor of disputed

histogenesis with a marked tendency for local

recurrence.1,2 Childhood onset of DFSP is rare but

familial and even congenital occurrences are known.3-6

We came across a 16 year old girl with this condition

who had onset of the disease in infancy.

CASE REPORT

A 16-year-old girl complained of skin lesions on the

anteromedial aspect of the upper part of the right thigh

since the age of 5 months. It had started as

hyperpigmented macules and a raised lesion about 3

Case Report

cm in diameter that had increased in size and number

over years.

On examination, multiple papules, plaques and nodules

varying from a few millimeters to a few centimeters in

size were present over the anteromedial aspect of right

thigh. Some of these were erythematous, mobile and

tender, while the rest were skin colored and adherent

to the skin. These were superimposed over several

atrophic or indurated plaques in that region.

Additionally there were several hyperpigmented

atrophic macules and patches in and around the

papulonodular lesions; all the lesions covering totally

an area of about 12 x 15 cm (Figure 1).

Fine needle aspiration cytology showed benign
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fibroblastic proliferation. Biopsy revealed thinned out

epidermis (Figure 2) and a diffuse dermal monomorphic

infiltration by fascicles of spindle cells arranged in short

interweaving (storiform) pattern (Figure 3). The

pseudoseptae formed by the tumor cells interdigitating

between the adipocytes of subcutaneous fat resulted

in a honeycomb pattern typical of DFSP (Figure 4).

DISCUSSION

DFSP lesions occur most commonly on the trunk but

may affect any region of the body. They are usually flesh

colored, but are occasionally violaceous, blue or red in

color. They may present as solitary or multiple polypoid

nodules often superimposed over an indurated plaque.

The size varies from one to several centimeters in

diameter. Atrophic depressed scar like plaque is an

uncommon variant. It is difficult to diagnose clinically

and is often mistaken for sclerosing basal cell

carcinoma, morphoea, anetoderma or scar.3,7 The

neoplasm is locally invasive and even destructive but

distant metastasis is extremely rare. Four early clinical

variants of DFSP can exist. These are: i) confluent

nodular lesions forming a sclerotic plaque, ii) keloid-

like sclerotic plaque, iii) tumor-like, and iv) atrophic

plaque form.3

Histopathologically, dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans

has a monomorphous appearance with thin spindle

cells, no or mild nuclear atypia with fewer secondary

elements like giant and inflammatory cells than either

benign or malignant fibrohistiocytoma. The spindle

Figure 2: H&E stain (100X): Atrophic epidermis and spindle cells
arranged in a storiform pattern in the dermis

Figure 3: H&E stain (400X): Dermis showing storiform pattern
with occasional mitotic figures

Figure 4: H&E stain (400X): Subcutaneous tissue showing tumor
cells interdigitated with lobules of fat giving a
honeycomb effect
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Figure 1: Atrophic and papulonodular lesions on the right thigh
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cells are arranged in short interweaving fascicles giving

rise to a storiform appearance. Involvement of

subcutaneous tissue with pseudoseptae formation

(honeycomb appearance) is a striking feature. Malignant

fibrous histiocytoma is not often confused with DFSP

because of its rapid growth and is characterized by far

more nuclear pleomorphism, mitotic activity, necrosis

and its typical deep location affecting muscle.8 Variable

histologic patterns consisting of myxoid, neuroid,

fibrosarcomatous, myoid and granular cell types

depending upon the tissue admixed in DFSP have been

described.9

Electron microscopy, tissue culture and histochemical

studies of DFSP have led to conflicting observations.

Presence of ring chromosome and vimentin in tumor

cells are consistent findings.10 CD-34, the human

progenitor cell antigen, is the most important marker;

it stains 50 to 100% of the cells. In contrast it stains

only a focal area in a small percentage of cases in

dermatofibroma and some neural tumors.11 Factor XIIIa,

which stains most dermatofibromas, is only focally

positive in small number of cases of DFSP.12

Since immunohistochemistry may not be always

available, features like chronicity, size, indolent nature,

recurrence after surgery and histopathology are very

important to reach a diagnosis of DFSP. Wide and deep

surgical excision including a minimum 2 to 3 cm of

uninvolved skin around the tumor and reaching the

superficial fascia is the treatment of choice.1 Recently,

imatinib has been recommended for the treatment of

DFSP as a molecularly targeted treatment option for

non-resectable tumors and for reducing the recurrence

rate after surgery for other cases.13

The clinical, histologic and biologic features of

congenital, childhood and adult forms of DFSP are

similar. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first

report of childhood onset atrophic, papulo-nodular

DFSP from India.
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